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Flushing the Autocomplete Cache
After successfully installing the Search Autocomplete extension, first make sure to flush the

autocomplete cache by navigating to System > Cache Management  in the top Admin Panel

menu.

Click the ‘Flush Autocomplete Cache’ button at the bottom of the page to rebuild the search

suggestion cache.

It’s recommended to flush the autocomplete cache every time when significant changes have

been made to the product attributes that are used as search autocomplete titles, descriptions and

keywords in the Product Suggestion Settings.

You will also need to flush the Search Autocomplete cache after updating the extension’s Front-

end Display Settings in order to show the changes in your store.



Configuring the Search Autocomplete Extension
To configure the extension, navigate to System > Configuration in the top Admin Panel menu

and select Search Autocomplete from the left side menu.

Using the extension’s config page you can modify the Search Autocomplete front-end display

and product suggestion settings as further explained below.

It’s possible to configure the extension per store view by changing the ‘Current Configuration

Scope’ at the top left corner of the page.

To save any changes made in the Search Autocomplete settings, click the ‘Save Config’ button

in the top right corner of the configuration page.

IMPORTANT: Please remember to flush the autocomplete cache when updating the settings in

order to show the changes on the front-end.

Front-end Display Settings

In the Front-end Display Settings you can:

Enable the extension to add the Search Autocomplete functionality to your front-end store.

Choose to use the extension’s jQuery library. Select ‘No’ if your front-end theme already

includes jQuery.

Select the appropriate search field display type, which by default is set to ‘auto’. If this option

causes display issues in your store theme, please try the other display types.

Configure the width percentage of the search results dropdown menu relative to the search

field width, which by default is set to ‘200’ (%). Enter ‘100’ for equal search field and

dropdown widths.

Select a search results dropdown design, choosing between the ‘Light Accent’ and ‘Dark

Accent’ theme. ‘Light Accent’ has blue texts and a white background, changing to light blue

when hovering above a search result. Because this design has less padding, it’s more

suitable for narrow search fields and the list layout. ‘Dark Accent’ shows grey-blue texts and

a light blue gradient background, which changes to dark blue when hovering above a search

result. Because it has more padding this theme is more suitable for wider search fields and

grid layouts.

Select a search results dropdown layout, choosing from a single column list layout or 2 to 3

column grid layout. The grid layouts are especially useful for product suggestions focused on



images.

Enable search query highlighting to automatically underline and emphasize entered queries

in the search results dropdown text.

Set the maximum amount of displayed product suggestions per search query, which also

defines the number of rows used in the grid layouts. For example, to show two rows in a 3

column grid layout, it’s best to enter a product limit of 6.

Select the preferred product image type for the search results, choosing from thumbnail,

small image or base image. If the selected image type is not found for a certain product, the

extension will automatically show an alternative image type in the search results.

Define the product image thumbnail size in pixels, which by default is set to ’70’ (px). Please

note that If the list layout is used, the thumbnail size reflects the actual size of the product

image in the dropdown menu, while in the grid layouts the thumbnail size only affects the

resolution of the product images.

Choose to include product prices, categories and CMS pages in the search results. It’s

possible to exclude certain CMS pages from the search results using the ‘Show In Search

Autocomplete’ option in the Page Information tab of the CMS page view (CMS > Pages).

If enabled, set the maximum amount of category and CMS page suggestions per search

query and choose to process any {{widget}} and {{variable}} code in category and/or CMS

page descriptions. Please note that the latter option can slow down the cache performance.

See the Search Autocomplete front-end examples for the various dropdown layouts, designs and

autocomplete options.



Product Suggestion Settings

In the Product Suggestion Settings you can:

Select the attribute used as the product title in search results, which by default is set to

‘Name’.



Select the attribute used as the product description in search results, which by default is set

to ‘Short Description’.

Set a character limit for the search result descriptions, which by default is set to ‘100’

(characters).

Choose to process any {{widget}} and {{variable}} code in product descriptions, which can

slow down the cache performance.

Select the attribute(s) used as keywords for the product suggestions. It’s recommended to

select only a few relevant attributes to avoid slowing down the cache performance.

Enable the advanced SKU and product name parsing options, which divides product SKUs

and names into multiple keywords to generate more results for partial SKU / name search

queries.

Configure the search results sort order by defining the priority given to the product title,

description and keyword attributes.

Optionally set a minimum search query length, which is recommended if typing in the first

few characters on the front-end doesn’t result in relevant / enough search results.

Select the allowed product visibility values for the search results.

Choose to show out of stock products in the search results.





Search Autocomplete Front-end Examples
Below are examples of the various Magento Search Autocomplete front-end display options.

Search Results Dropdown Designs and Layouts

Search Autocomplete includes two search results dropdown designs, which both show the

product name, description and a thumbnail image by default. Besides that the extension

comes with three dropdown layouts: a single column list layout and a 2 and 3 column grid layout.

See the image below for an example of each layout and theme.

The width percentage of the dropdown menu can be adjusted relative to the search field width. In

the image below the width percentage of the list layout, 2 and 3 column grid layouts are set

respectively to 100%, 150% and 200%.

The number of rows shown in the grid layouts can be expanded by increasing the maximum

amount of displayed product suggestions.

In the examples below the search query highlighting option has been enabled, emphasizing and

underlining the query ‘dress’ in the search results dropdown.

Additional Search Autocomplete Options

Besides the product names, descriptions and images, you can also choose to show product

prices, categories and/or CMS pages in the search results as exemplified below.
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